Dr. Silverst Southern Cali. tude in Economics, and is of the California Institute of Technology. He is well known for his work in industrial relations and has written several books on the subject. He is currently the chairman of the Industrial Relations Committee.

Dr. John's original research and teaching have focused on the relationship between employees and employers. He is known for his work in the field of labor relations and has published extensively on the subject. His research has contributed significantly to our understanding of industrial relations and has had a profound impact on the field.

Scholarships available for French study

The French Government is offering approximately thirty university fellowships through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and forty teaching assistantships through the Ministry of Education. The fellowship awards are given to students with definite academic projects or study programs. The teaching assistantships require language teaching experience and an opportunity to become familiar with French culture.

Nominations of candidates for fellowships and assistantships may be submitted by French and American educators and leaders in cooperation with the French Embassy and the Institute of International Education. Closing date for applications is February 1, 1956.

Eligibility requirements

The French Government awards are open to men and women preferably under 30 years of age, who are American citizens. Applicants must hold a degree from an American college or university by the time of departure, good academic record, good knowledge of French; correct usage of English; good character; and adaptability; and good health.

Recipients of French teaching assistantships will teach conversational English in secondary schools and teacher training institutions in France. These positions are intended for future teachers of French. A few awards with special training in American literature and some experience in college teaching may be selected for postes de lettres, teaching assignments in French universities.

Expert on Central American affairs, Silverst will address faculty

Four field representatives of the American University Field Staff will visit the Caltech campus between January 9 and February 29 of the new year, to talk to the students, both informally and through lectures. K. H. Silverst, the first representative, is an expert on Central American affairs, with a long standing interest in political science and Latin America where he has been field staff there in 1948, observing the presidential election in Mexico, the Political Science Department of Tulane University in 1948 and was serving as liaison officer when he accepted his appointment to the American University Field Staff. Mr. Silverst's appointment in 1945 included two years in Atri. cian College of the Air Transport Command of the Army. He is the author of a book, "A Study in Government: Guatemala." The American University Field Staff, founded in 1951 by ten major universities, has, as (Continued on page 3)
The unwritten honor code

By now every Tech student has received his grade report slip for first term, with his grades listed and his calculated grade-point average at the bottom. In the preparation of 600 such slips it is inevitable that some mistakes are made in the calculation of GPA. Some time quite a few make-ups are sometimes almost value. But the record of the registrar's office has been that usually about half of the errors are reported to them by the students involved; roughly, the half which were errors whose corrections were in the student's favor.

The common attitude seems to have been that if the office gave you a lower GPA than was earned, it must be more important to be worth a walk to Throop Hall and a complaint, while if the error gave you too high a GPA, well, in that case it wasn't quite so important.

In a large university of many kinds of situations where a point of personal honor comes up that is not strictly within the limits of Caltech's honor system. Using resistors to cheat telephones, filching books from the campus libraries—or, for that matter, just keeping data in a manner other than that specifically intended by the programmer. In these situations, there are situations that are not necessarily the worst or most frequent violations of the unwritten honor code.

Just because the "Honor System" is an academic system and refers principally to cheating in classes—just because these other violations are rare, there is still no excuse for continuing such behavior.

We suggest as a New Year's Resolution for every Techman, that he begin to police himself a little more carefully under the harder rules of the unwritten honor system. Every step that is made in this direction is a step toward a finer college community.

A frank message to graduating electronic and mechanical engineers

You know it . . . we know it . . . so let's be frank about it.

The demand for engineers—experienced or graduate—for the electric industry is increasing. The industry is now looking not only to the technical schools but also to the engineering school. The engineering school is not only preparing the engineer to be able to design and build but also to be able to present his work in a clear and concise manner.

The demand for engineers is increasing. The industry is now looking not only to the technical schools but also to the engineering school. The engineering school is not only preparing the engineer to be able to design and build but also to be able to present his work in a clear and concise manner.

In the past, the engineering school has been the place where the engineer learned how to design and build. Today, the engineer must be able to present his work in a clear and concise manner.

If you are looking for a job in the electrical or mechanical field, you should consider the following:

1. Be prepared to present your work in a clear and concise manner.
2. Be prepared to answer questions about your work.
3. Be prepared to be able to explain your work to others.
4. Be prepared to be able to present your work in a clear and concise manner.

If you are interested in the electrical or mechanical field, you should consider the following:

1. Be prepared to design and build.
2. Be prepared to present your work in a clear and concise manner.
3. Be prepared to be able to explain your work to others.
4. Be prepared to be able to present your work in a clear and concise manner.

I hope that this message has been helpful to you. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask.
Cool Corner

By Frank Kofsky

The Jack Montrose Sextet, a Pacific jazz group, has been gaining a reputation in the field of contemporary music. One of its recent performances was at the Cash Register Club in Pasadena, where Montrose and his group played a set accompanied by saxophonist Bob Gordon.

Montrose, a thirty-two-year-old composer-arranger-trombonist, has been recognized for his unique style of jazz composition. His music is characterized by the use of twelve-tone harmony and atonality, which are key elements in his compositions. Montrose has been influenced by the works of composers such as Arnold Schoenberg and Anton Webern.

Montrose's compositions are complex and challenging, and they require a high level of musical skill and creativity from the performers. His music is often described as "modern" or "avant-garde," and it has been praised for its originality and innovation.

Montrose's recent performance was well received by the audience, who were impressed by the musicians' skill and the group's energetic performance. The Sextet's music is a testament to the creativity and innovation of the contemporary jazz scene and to the talent of its members.
Tech bows to Redlands; Cal Poly next hoop foe

Caltech's varsity basketball team opened its 1955-56 conference play by dropping a hard-fought 61-46 decision to the Redlands Bulldogs December 10 in the victors' gym.

Playing a ball-control game all the way, the Beavers jumped to an early 12-2 lead, with Glenn Converse and Phil Conley working effectively in the double post spots. With the score 2-0 in the Bulldogs' favor, Techmen hit a cold streak and left the floor at halftime trailing 26-22.

In the second half the Bulldogs began to pull away from the Beavers by using a fast-breaking attack combined with increased accuracy from outside, and by the middle of the period had a 15 point bulge on the time clock. Techmen maintained their lead despite a hectic finish which saw Conley sink two free throw shots after the final buzzer had sounded.

Conley again led Caltech scoring with 21 points. 14 in the first half, followed by Converse with nine and Howard Bloomberg with eight. Redlands' scoring was more evenly divided, with Al Enderman taking high point honors with 13 points, followed closely by center Kenny Stevenson, who tallied 12.

Saturday the Beavers play host to a tough Cal Poly (San Dimas) team, and Tuesday the Champion panthers invade the

BOX SCORE

Caltech

FG FT PF TP

Converse, C 3 3 9
Chilton, F 0 0 0
Conley, C 5 4 23
Van Kirk, G 0 0 0
Welsh, G 0 0 0
Rauch, F 0 2 2
Nelson, F 0 0 0
Bloomberg, G 3 2 18
Workman, G 0 0 0
Totals 11 24 12 46

Redlands

FG FT PF TP

Enderman, F 6 2 1 13
Nelson, C 6 0 6 12
Cook, G 1 2 3 4
Perl, F 4 0 4 6
Sampson, F 3 0 0 6
Billows, C 0 0 0
Sommer, F 0 0 0
Edson, G 3 1 10
Fitz, G 0 0 0
Totals 25 11 19 61

CAUTION—SLIPPERY DROODLE Above. If you like your fun on the run, it should be easy.

The title: Bobled team enjoying better-tasting Luckies. Luckies taste better, you know, because they're made of fine tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better. So light up a Lucky. You can bank on this: You'll say Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you've ever smoked!

DROODLES, Copyright 1963 by Roger Price

What's This? For solution, see paragraph below.

It's Toasted to taste better!

Lucky Strike

Lucky Strike College Smokers Prefer Luckies!

Lucky Strike leads all other brands, accurate in every case. And these are, almost 36,000 college students questioned. The first and number-one reason: Luckies taste better.

Lucky Strike, the Wonders in Cigarettes, has #1 college smokers preference.

We Highly Recommend
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Lucky Strike, the Wonders in Cigarettes, has #1 college smokers preference.
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